
The False Prophet 

February 19, 2022 

 

On the 12 of February I was praying about a guy by the name of Klaus Schwab. My wife had told me 

about his antics as the man running the World Economic Forum (WEF)…here's a few excerpts from the 

net about this Forum and its mandate. 

Klaus Schwab's School For Covid Dictators, Plan for 'Great Reset' 

The WEF, which was originally called the European Management Forum until 1987, succeeded in 

bringing together 440 executives from 31 nations already at its very first meeting in February 1971. 

In 1992 Schwab established a parallel institution, the Global Leaders for Tomorrow school, which was re-

established as Young Global Leaders in 2004.  

Members of the school’s very first class in 1992 already included many who went on to become 

important liberal political figures, such as Angela Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy, and Tony Blair. 

Schwab’s Yes Men in Action 

Digital technology, which is now all-pervasive, is also playing a prominent role in the elite’s global 

designs the WEF has clearly announced that by 2030, nobody will own anything, and while not clearly 

stated, that will likely even include your own body “own nothing, have no privacy, and be completely 

happy”, under The Great Reset 

This all is communism by another name: a select group of self-appointed tyrants forming the de facto 

Central Committee, holding all wealth and power, with the entire rest of the populace helplessly 

impoverished and disempowered. (end of excerpt) 

So I decided to hear from the Lord about this Klaus Schwab and here is what I received. It was like "way 

out there" for me, but nonetheless a very good opportunity to test the channel, so to speak, Well, 

anyways here’s what I got…and this was in February this year…the 12th by the way. 

February 12, 2022—Who is Klaus Schwab? 

Klaus Schwab is the fly in the ointment, with a finger in too many pies. He is greatly loved by the elites 

but despised by those that understand the game he is playing. He is not the false prophet but is 

grooming the man who will push the Antichrist into his destiny as leader of the world. There are but a 

few short steps left to take before the revelation of the Antichrist, so keep your ears listening intently to 

our whispers, for very soon I will reveal this secret unto My brides. (End of prophecy) 



Okay, so that little prophecy got me looking more closely at the false prophet and who he really is. And 

do you know what? This false prophet guy seems to be as important to the whole one-world 

government thing as is the Antichrist. If we go to the Book of Revelation chapter 13, the “Antichrist 

Chapter,” we see that it is the false prophet who actually promotes the Antichrist. It is the false prophet 

that promotes AC worship, and it is the false prophet that's behind the Mark of the Beast and causing 

the world, or forcing the world, to take it. The Mark of the Beast is an economic system of control by the 

use of numbers. Which is part of the World Economic Forum's mandate, isn’t it? 

When going over the traits of the AC in the Bible, you see that he's the up-front guy. He is like the 

president of the company, and very forceful --a military man, who is also obviously a pretty together 

politician, well groomed and very capable…someone like Putin, for example, who has proven his salt by 

resurrecting the former Soviet Union. 

Anyway, every president has counselors...but this president...now I’m just giving you a scenario, painting 

a picture, a “what if” situation.  Okay, so this president is sitting at the top of the world. He’s managed 

to pull together the once-collapsed USSR and is now greatly respected by many world leaders; expect 

the US, of course. They will never let this guy get too powerful, yet that’s exactly what he has done. He’s 

holding a huge share of the world’s resources and has just brought back the gold standard. So he gets 

into this war…it was suggested that this war with the Ukraine might even be his second war…(see the 2nd 

War of the Antichrist) Okay, this potential AC realizes that he has taken on a little more than he can 

handle and in the course of his troubles decides to ask for some help from YKW. 

Revelation 13:2 And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a 

bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great 

authority. 

At this point the false prophet steps on stage…mind you; the false prophet also gets his power from the 

dragon. “And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and 

he spake as a dragon.” Now the false prophet has already been working alongside his buddies in the 

World Economic Forum, and they have this economy-based registration system called 666 well 

underway, as well as a lot of other devious plans that they are hatching. These guys are real devils just 

as it suggests in Revelation 13:11 (the verse I just quoted above.) 

Now the whole world seems to be against Russia right now, but that no doubt is aided and abetted by 

the good old USA and the rest of the young lions. (Ezekiel 38:13) Well, according to Bible scripture, the 

USA is going to get it in the neck from the King of the North. Maybe, just perhaps, we are seeing the 

beginning of this eventuality…just a thought, mind you. World opinion can be swayed by the right 

person/people…Here’s a good verse on that one Revelation 13:12 And he exerciseth all the power of the 

first beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, 

whose deadly wound was healed. And here is another one; "For he that wavereth is like a wave of the 

sea driven with the wind and tossed. For let not that man think that he shall receive any thing of the 

Lord. A double minded man is unstable in all his ways." (James 1:6-8) Now the masses are easily swayed 
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because they do not have Jesus, they are all part of the great falling away. 2 Thessalonians 2:3. So yes, 

the masses can and are swayed by the media but more importantly, who’s feeding the media. If you 

read Revelation 13:11-18 you will see that it is the false prophet doing all the media work for the 

Antichrist/Beast...so is it time for this counselor to buddy up with the Antichrist and bring on the end of 

days? 

Simply put: Putin gets himself into a position, somewhat like the one he's in now, that ends up being too 

big for him, he calls on the devil for help, it could be on the advice of the False Prophet, or maybe he’s 

capable of that himself...anyway they end up working together as the Bible suggests they do.  

So, I put that Schwab prophecy on ice, but then recently my wife found an article somewhere about one 

of Schwab’s Economic forum students. Well one article says this student is Schwab’s mentor, and 

another article says that Schwab is this student's mentor…which makes more sense because the guy in 

question is much younger that Schwab. Besides, my prophecy says that the latter is the way of things, 

and I believe what comes through the gift of prophecy. Truth will come out one day for sure, but not 

from MSM or the internet necessarily. 

This guy I’m talking about goes by the name Yuval Noah Harari. I thought Noah was the savior of 

mankind…maybe this is a take on the real Noah. "For as in the days that were before the flood they were 

eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, And 

knew not until the flood came, and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be." 

Could we be seeing the false "Noah"? 

So is this guy trying to save the world --he thinks we are all animals, by the way. He is also a real 

greenie…save the planet by stopping carbon emissions, (he’s building his own ark.) You’d think he’d be a 

perfect choice for the AC. But remember the AC is not the pusher of what is happening in the world 

economically right now. In Revelation 13:11, and all the way to verse 18, it’s the false prophet that does 

the miracles, sets the AC on a pedestal etc. Let’s read what it says about this false prophet, who by the 

way goes to hell for all his shenanigans. 

 
REV.13:11-18 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, 
and he spake as a dragon. And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the 
earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed.  And he 
doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men, 
and deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in 
the sight of the beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the 
beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did live. And he had power to give life unto the image of 
the beast that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship 
the image of the beast should be killed. And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and 
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: and that no man might buy or sell, save 
he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him 
that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is 
Six hundred threescore and six. (Kaye once suggested or was wondering if that number 666 might not 



represent a number of top people that run this whole show??? Just a thought, hope it doesn’t get you 
off on another path) 
Who know but Putin may just be between a rock and a hard place and is simply looking for help in the 
wrong places? Problem is he listens to these devils and the Devil himself…I’m just theorizing now…and 
becomes the Antichrist by being possessed.  
 
So let’s see what my wife found on this Noah guy: 
 

> Humans are now “hackable,” in that technology now exists by which a company or 

government can know you better than you know yourself, and that can be very dangerous if 

misused 

> Harari warns that if we allow the establishment of a digital dictatorship, where the system, be 

it a corporation or a government, knows the most intimate details about each and every person, 

it will be impossible to dismantle it. Its control will be total and irreversible 

> If you believe that your thoughts and behavior are and always will remain under your own 

control, think again. We already have the technology to directly alter thoughts, emotions and 

behavior 

According to Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum 

(WEF), the goal of The Fourth Industrial Revolution is to change what it means to be human by 

merging man and machine. In short, while the term “transhumanism” is not being used, that’s 

exactly where the global cabal intends to take us, willing or not. 

In a November 2019 interview with CNN, history professor and bestselling author Yuval Noah 

Harari, a Klaus Schwab disciple, warned that “humans are now hackable animals,” meaning, 

the technology now exists by which a company or government can know you better than you 

know yourself, and that can be very dangerous if misused. 

As noted by Harari in 2019, the available capabilities already go far beyond Orwell’s “1984” 

authoritarian vision, and it’s only going to become more powerful from here. He’s certain that in 

short order, there will be the ability to monitor your emotional state through something as simple 

as a wearable wristband. 

You may dutifully smile and clap when listening to a speech by a government official, but they’ll 

know you’re angry or don’t agree with what’s being said, and could therefore take action 

against you based on your most personal, internal emotions rather than what you outwardly 

express. 

Reengineering Life Itself 

Harari also discussed the coming transhumanism at the WEF’s 2020 annual meeting in Davos 

(above), and in this speech, he went even further. Not only does the global elite have the 

technological capability to create a global digital dictatorship, but “elites may gain the power to 

re-engineer the future of life itself.” 



“For four billion years, nothing fundamental changed in the basic rules of the game of life,” he 

said. “All of life was subject to the laws of natural selection and the laws of organic 

biochemistry. But this is now about to change. 

Science is replacing evolution by natural selection with evolution by intelligent design, not the 

intelligent design of some god in the clouds, [but] OUR intelligent design, and the design of 

our „clouds,‟ the IBM cloud, the Microsoft cloud. These are the new driving forces of 

evolution.” 

„The Days of Free Will Are Over‟ 

Whatever Harari‟s true feelings about transhumanism, he emphatically states that the idea 

that we have a soul and free will, those days “are over.” In other clips that have been inserted 

into the featured video, Harari predicts that in the future, people will be able to look back and 

see that the COVID pandemic was the turning point where biological surveillance took over 

and became norm. 

the WEF has clearly announced that by 2030, nobody will own anything, and while not clearly 

stated, that will likely even include your own body…According to Dmitry Itskov, the Russian 

founder of the Immortality 2045 project 

Wow the cloud has become our "god" put all your knowledge and data into the cloud, making it 

a smarter more "all knowing god". Sick little men with sick, dark satanic minds, their doom is 

sure. 

Now we all know you cannot trust today’s news media outlets because these puppets only do the 

puppeteer's bidding, so although everyone seems to be against Putin at this time, we may see a 

seemingly deadly wound healed and these vipers work out how to live in the same pit. Let’s see. 

Before closing, I’d like to share a little on what David, the Endtime prophet, had to say about this 

false prophet and his economic system. These excerpts are taken from his letter to us called, 

“Revelation 13:7-18” DO 2209…now there’s that 22 again haha…and as Kaye might say…turn 

that number around and you get 09/22…is that Bible/MO letter code…?? 

 
Now I haven’t gone over this part of the letter…I’m starting at paragraph 68…. 
We might not get through this whole talk David gave but I’ve given the letter reference if you are 
interested.  
 
REV.13:11--"OUT OF THE EARTH"--THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS! 
 68. NOW, HERE'S ANOTHER MYSTERY COMING UP! (Verse 11:) "And I beheld another beast 

coming up out of the Earth; & he had two horns like a lamb, yet he spake as a dragon." Now this one comes up out 

of the Earth instead of the sea. What's the difference between the Earth & the sea? (Fam: The Earth is land & the sea 

is water.)--Right, that's obvious, but what's the difference between them? We used to say, "Little drops of water, 

little grains of sand, make the mighty ocean & the beautiful land." So that's the difference. One is water & one is 

sand, or land. The water is what? What do they call it in physics? (Fam: A liquid.) A liquid. The earth is composed 

mostly of solids. 

 69. NOW IN THE TYPOLOGY OF THIS PASSAGE, IF THE WATER & THE SEAS REPRESENT THE 



PEOPLE, they're kind of fluid & mobile & volatile & even fickle, but the Earth is rather solid & stable. The masses 

are represented by the seas. What would you say, therefore, that the Earth might represent? (Fam: The powers that 

be, the System?) Well, we find that these beasts rise right out of the ocean, most of them that we've seen before, the 

Systems, governments. In other words, they're composed of the people, they come up from the governments of the 

people. 

 70. I'M JUST SUGGESTING THIS, BUT WHAT DO YOU THINK THAT THE EARTH, THE SOLID 

LAND, COULD REPRESENT SPIRITUALLY SPEAKING? (Fam: The Lord is considered a Rock, so it could be 

like the spiritual powers.)--Yes. And out of this Earth comes this spiritual leader. Even though the Lord is the true 

Rock, there are lots of false rocks & lots of Earth & solid material which is more solid than the run of people in 

general, of whom even the governments are composed. To me, this must represent the religious systems, because out 

of the religious systems comes this False Prophet. 

 71. THE PEOPLE ARE REPRESENTED BY GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS, these seven-headed beasts 

& all this sort of thing, all these wild animals coming out of the sea in Daniel & in Revelation, etc. But here comes a 

beast out of something more solid, the Earth. And I'll tell you, if anything is more solid than governments, & 

governments come & go, what has kept on going & going & going & has remained? (Fam: The religious systems.) 

 72. KINGS CAN COME & GO, GOVERNMENTS CAN COME & GO, BUT THESE RELIGIONS 

SEEM TO LIVE ON FOREVER! They're more lasting than their governments, more lasting than their kings. That's 

why this Antichrist System is something so new, so different, at least it looks like it at first, since it has no religion, 

against all religions. But once again, what happens in the long run?--He establishes his own religion, the last 

religion, the final religion, a worldwide religion with just one god--him! 

 73. GOVERNMENTS, PEOPLES, WHOLE CIVILISATIONS & WHOLE RACES HAVE COME & 

GONE, been wiped off the face of the Earth, but their religions continue! They're more lasting. And the Antichrist, 

like every government, every nation, has discovered that they've gotta have some kind of religion. 

 74. YOU SAY, "WHAT ABOUT COMMUNISM? THEY DON'T BELIEVE IN A RELIGION AT ALL." 

What do you mean? Communism is a religion. It is a religion of anti-religion, it is a faith of anti-faith, it is 

materialism in the ultimate, in the government, totally against religion, other religions.--Not its own. They're against 

all other religions, but they're for their own religion, & it's Communism! 

 75. YOU CALL COMMUNISM A RELIGION TO THEIR FACE & THEY'RE FURIOUS! "It's not a 

religion! We don't believe in God of any kind, we don't have faith in any kind of religion!"--Yes, but they worship 

their own religion, they worship their own holy words of the writings of Marx, Das Kapital, the writings of Lenin, 

Revolutionary Methods, & their gods are their leaders! They put up huge photos of their gods as big as buildings on 

the buildings at their great parades & great functions. "Behold, these be your gods, O Communists!" They worship 

gods! They make gods out of men & a religion out of Communism. It's just as much a religion as any of the rest of 

them, & just about as bad! Only one person smiled. 

 76. I SAID, COMMUNISM IS JUST AS MUCH A RELIGION AS THE REST OF THEM & JUST 

ABOUT AS BAD! You wouldn't hear preachers saying that, I don't think, because they think their religions are fine, 

even the other guy's religion is better than Communism. I say there's not much difference, if any. At least Comunism 

is honest about it. Whereas a lot of them pretend to believe in God, pretend to be God's people, pretend to be 

Christians & they are not. They are false fronts, self-righteous hypocrites & are not what they pretend to be at all. 

 77. ISN'T THAT WHAT YOU FOUND OUT ABOUT MOST CHRISTIANS & MOST CHURCH 

PEOPLE?--They get dressed up all fancy on Sunday & go down there putting on a fancy front so they can be 

accepted by the upper crust self-righteous religious of the System, & thereby accepted socially by the business 

people, customers, etc. Of course it hasn't been so necessary today to be a church member in order to be accepted by 

the community, but it used to be, & still is in some places. You've just about got to be a church member in order to 

be really recognised & accepted by the rest of the community. You've at least got to be accepted as a believer in 

God, if nothing else. 

 78. ONE THING THEY WILL NOT STAND IN SOME OF THE EASTERN & SOUTHERN 

COUNTRIES IS IF YOU CALL YOURSELF A COMMUNIST. That's a no no! They won't accept you in the 

community if you call yourself that. And yet, Communism is as much a religion as theirs, & has about as much to do 

with God as theirs, & has about as much truth in it as theirs, most of them, sad to say! 

 79. I CAN'T SEEM TO GET THROUGH ONE CHAPTER WITHOUT TAKING A CRACK AT THE 

CHURCHES! They just infuriate me! They're such phonies, so hypocritical & self-righteous! They condemn us for 

our nudity, our so-called pornography, our sexiness & say it's all evil, bad! You'd think sex was the most evil thing 

in the whole World, that sex was the greatest sin & nudity was next to it, pornography, nakedness, tsk, tsk! Well, I'd 

better not get on that subject or I'll get teed off again! I don't know how come God made Adam with no pants on & 

Eve with no dress on!--If nudity is so evil!--& sex! 



 

THE FALSE PROPHET'S TWO HORNS! 
 80. (VERSE 11:) "AND I BEHELD ANOTHER BEAST COMING UP OUT OF THE EARTH, & HE 

HAD TWO HORNS LIKE A LAMB"--& you could put in here the word "but he spake as a dragon!" Why did he 

look like a lamb? Some lambs have two horns. (Fam: A wolf in sheep's clothing.) That's what he is! In fact, he's 

worse than a wolf in this sheep's clothing. What is he? It tells you right here in this verse, he's actually a dragon! 

Because when he opens his mouth he doesn't just roar like a lion, he roars like a dragon! So he's full of whom? 

(Fam: The Devil!)--Exactly! And his mouth is the very voice of Satan! Now doesn’t this look like an exact 

counterfeit of God and His son…Jesus the lamb who in actual fact whilst on earth was receiving all His power to 

speak, think and do miracles from His Father. 

 81. HE JUST PRETENDS TO BE A LAMB.--In other words, the false front of just what I've been talking 

about, the religions that claim to be saviours & messiahs & good & holy. He is a false front! He is a religious false 

front. Because he is called a false prophet. He's called a prophet, so he must be prophesying something, right? Later 

in the chapter we find out what he prophesies. 

 82. HE HAS TWO HORNS--CAN THAT BE SIGNIFICANT? I think I asked you to study this, didn't I? 

We've always heard about the False Prophet, that he looked like a lamb & he roared like a dragon, but I don't think I 

ever had anybody suggest what the two horns could represent. The Beast had 7 heads, 10 horns, etc. These are all 

significant symbols or representations, neither the Antichrist nor his False Prophet is going to actually look just like 

that. These are symbols, these are representations, they stand for something. They don't actually look like this. The 

Beast doesn't actually look like he's got 7 heads, the man himself, the Antichrist himself. Neither will his False 

Prophet arise & actually look like a sheep with two horns, it's just a representation, a symbolism to make you think 

about what does he really represent? 

 83. IN ALL THE OTHERS, THE HORNS REPRESENTED KINGS OR LEADERS OR KINGDOMS. 

Now if this lamb represents a religious system, which obviously it does because he espouses the religious system of 

the Antichrist, he helps the Antichrist establish his religious system, right? So obviously this beast represents a 

religion or a religious system. Don't the other beasts represent governments & political systems, etc.? This kind of 

beast obviously represents a religious system. 

 84. AND JUST AS THE BEAST REPRESENTS A POLITICAL SYSTEM & YET ALSO AN ACTUAL 

HUMAN INDIVIDUAL, a man called the Antichrist, this beast represents a religious system, as well as the actual 

False Prophet who leads it. So isn't it obvious to you that being in the shape & appearance of a lamb, it's the false 

lamb, the fake lamb, the phoney lamb, in other words, the phoney saviour who claims to save them, who claims to 

be their messiah or their prophet & a system that will save them, who claims to be the true religious system. Isn't 

that what it looks like & sounds like? 

 85. BUT ON THESE OTHER SYSTEMS THE HORNS REPRESENTED ACTUAL SPECIFIC, 

DISTINCT KINGS OR KINGDOMS, SEPARATE POWERS. Even though they were on the head of the same beast 

or the same head, they were distinct separate kings or kingdoms who will cooperate with the Beast in the Last Days. 

 86. SO HERE'S THIS RELIGIOUS SYSTEM, THIS PHONEY LAMB, PHONEY SAVIOUR CALLED 

THE FALSE PROPHET. What do you think his two horns represent? He's only apparently one prophet, or one 

prophet heads it as far as we can see. He's always been extolled as the False Prophet & he's known as the False 

Prophet here & all the way through the rest of Revelation.--The False Prophet. So apparently he is represented by 

one man. This new religious system is represented by one man who's a false prophet of the Beast who gets the 

World to worship the Beast. 

 87. I'M JUST ASKING YOU, WHAT DO YOU THINK THOSE TWO HORNS REPRESENT? (Fam: 

Could it be two kings or nations or powers that cooperate with him?) It wouldn't be political nations, because we've 

got them represented by the other beasts. (Fam: Two religions.) Ah! Ah! Ah! Now you're thinking!--Two major 

religions joined together in one great religious system worldwide to worship the Beast. Two great major religions 

who join together into one religious system.Now here’s an interesting thought from David…and of course we know 

what the Pope is up to these days…with his humanistic one world religion, and who is now in bed with the 

Muslims??? What was that new Mosque called Mother Mary or something like that?? 

 88. NOW, WHAT TWO MAJOR RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD DO YOU THINK COULD BE 

POWERFUL ENOUGH & ANTI-CHRIST ENOUGH to want to join together to cause the whole World to worship 

the Antichrist himself & compose his religious System? (Fam: The Christians & the Jews?) I'd say the Muslims are 

far more numerous than the Jews, except they're not as powerful, not yet anyway. Let's see if anybody else has any 

ideas. 

 89. WHAT TWO MAJOR RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD DO YOU THINK COULD JOIN TOGETHER 

& CREATE THE ANTICHRIST'S RELIGION? (Fam: Capitalism & Communism?) What were you going to say? 



(Fam: Communism & Judaism?) Well, the Jews run Capitalism, & we're pretty sure they're also running 

Communism, preparing the World to join it together under both. 

 90. I THINK A LOT OF THIS BIG NOISE THEY MAKE OVER THE JEWISH DISSIDENTS IN 

RUSSIA IS A SMOKESCREEN! And a lot of this criticism they have of Russia is to assure the U.S. that they're 

very anti-Communist & very pro-Capitalist. After all, it's pretty easy to believe when you think how many Jews are 

Capitalists, & the fact that they run the Capitalist World! They are the Capitalists! They could sing, "We are the 

Capitalists! We are the Children of the Devil!" 

 91. THAT'S A NEW SONG, IN CASE YOU DON'T KNOW IT, "WE ARE THE WORLD!"--Such a great 

song, such a great cause that all the great musicians of today have joined together to sing it!: "We are the World!" At 

least they're honestly confessing it! "We are the children!"--Children of whom? (Fam: The Devil!) The Devil, that's 

for sure!--Nearly all of them. 

 92. BUT COMMUNISM & CAPITALISM ARE ECONOMIC OR FINANCIAL OR POLITICAL 

SYSTEMS, AREN'T THEY?--OR ARE THEY? What did I just get through saying? (Fam: Communism is a 

religion.) Oh, but not Capitalism, of course. (Fam: Oh, yes!) Oh, it is? Where did you learn that? Where did you hear 

that? You mean Capitalism is also a religion? What do they worship? (Fam: Money.) Who is their god? (Fam: 

Mammon.) Yes, the Lord epitomises or symbolises it by calling it Mammon, who was the god of wealth & things of 

the ancient World. Jesus Himself said it, He uses that as a symbol. He uses that god that they were familiar with & 

they knew was the god of wealth & things & possessions, He said, "You cannot serve both Mammon & the Lord." 

(Mat.6:24) In other words, you can't serve God & the god of Mammon as well. 

 93. AND WHAT HAVE I TOLD YOU ARE THE GREATEST, TALLEST TEMPLES IN THE WORLD? 

Those big skycrapers, the tallest buildings in the World, what are they? (Fam: The banks!) Banks & office buildings 

of what religion? (Fam: Capitalism!)--The temples of Capitalism, which is just as much a religion as Communism!--

In fact, far greater, richer, more powerful religions than any other religions on Earth! They even have the other 

religions beating a trail to their doors, laughing all the way to the bank! 

 94. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IS ONE OF THE BIGGEST CAPITALIST SYSTEMS IN THE U.S.A.! 

They own Coca Cola, & I think the Methodists own Pepsi Cola, etc. They're in business, they own businesses, office 

buildings. I went to the biggest church in downtown Chicago, I used to go there to church just to see the sights. They 

even take you on tours of that church, a big tall thing 20-some stories high. The church is on the top floor, & all the 

rest of it is an office building, the denominational headquarters for that denomination, I think they were Methodists. 

The Methodists are the biggest, most powerful Protestant denomination in the World. They claim ten million 

members in the U.S. or worldwide, I don't remember which. 

 95. BUT MOST OF THAT SO-CALLED CHURCH BUILDING WAS AN OFFICE BUILDING, 

HAVING TO DO WITH THEIR BUSINESS & THEIR MONEY & THEIR BANK & ALL THE REST. I'll never 

forget I was buying a newspaper from the newsboy downtown & I heard for the first time those chimes down there 

in the Chicago Loop. Every hour they ring their chimes. They play the hour, bong, bong, bong, of the time. But first 

of all the chimes would play a beautiful hymn, a pretty hymn, & it sounded pretty, I kind of liked it. I thought, 

"That's really nice, that's quite a testimony!"--In other words, a Gospel message, a Christian testimony, a real 

Christian witness in downtown Chicago. I found out later that's about all the witness they had! 

 96. I WAS BUYING THE NEWSPAPER FROM THE NEWSBOY & I SAID, "WHAT'S THAT?" I was 

pleased because it sounded so pretty, those beautiful carillon chimes. He said, "Oh, that's some more of that religious 

propaganda!" The fact of the matter was, he was right! It was religious propaganda, it was Christian propaganda, it 

was a Christian witness, thank the Lord for that! That's about the most good that church ever did! I don't know if 

they're still doing it or not. Maybe the Jews have silenced that bell too, saying that, "You can't mix religion with all 

this government around here, separation of church & state." It looked like it was very little church on top & mostly 

state on the bottom! 

 97. AS I HAVE SAID BEFORE, THE GREATEST RELIGION IN THE WORLD, THE WHORE WHO 

RIDES ON THE BACKS OF ALL GOVERNMENTS FROM THE BEGINNING OF TIME TO THE END, IS 

WHAT? (Fam: Materialism.)--In other words, the worship of things, wealth, money, possessions. And when it 

comes to that, is there any difference between Capitalism & Communism? (Fam: No.) There's no difference. The 

only difference is the Capitalists have got it & the Communists want it, that's all! And they're planning to take it 

away from the Capitalists at the point of a gun! And the Capitalists plan to defend it at the point of, well, rockets 

really. 

 98. SO THEREFORE THERE'S REALLY NOT ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEIR RELIGIONS, 

they all worship this World & this Earth & what it can provide, things & money & wealth & possessions & gadgets 

& the power that it gives them. The World has only one really genuine worldwide religion which would be popular 

with everybody, the worship of materialism, & greater than any other religion, more widespread than any other 



religion, more general. In fact, it is the religion of most religions!--The desire for wealth & property & power. 

 99. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IS THE RICHEST RELIGION ON EARTH AS FAR AS WE KNOW. It 

owns more property, more taxless temples & taxless businesses & untaxed property in the name of religion, think of 

it! Whereas the government's making the rich poor, they can't make the Catholic Church poor because it's non-

taxable! The government takes up to 90% of the wealth of the rich individuals, but it can't touch a penny of the 

churches! 

 100. I'LL TELL YOU, THEY'VE GOT IT MADE! That is one business that has got it made!--One 

business that can have all it can get & not have to give back any to the government! Because she rides on the back of 

the government & she dictates to the government what the government should do & not do. And if she says don't tax 

me, then the government doesn't tax her, at least not yet. 

 101. ISN'T THAT WHAT MOST PEOPLE WORSHIP ALREADY? They didn't even have to be prepared 

for that! All they have to be told is, "Here is your man, here is your god! Now worship him because he represents all 

these things he has given you. He is the king of this World, he is therefore the god of this World! He controls this 

World & all the things it contains, & all the money & all the credit & everything it contains to buy or sell. He is the 

god of buying & selling & you can only buy & sell with his permission & we'll kill you if you don't take his Mark!" 

Think about it! 

 102. YOU DON'T HAVE TO BELIEVE IT, IT'S MY THEORY. But this great worldwide religion of 

materialism is at present divided into two camps, two religions of materialism, & what are they? (Fam: Capitalism & 

Communism.) Capitalism & Communism are the two major divisions of this religion today, the two horns, as they 

express it. 

 

CAPITALISM & COMMUNISM FUSE INTO ONE & POINT THE WAY TO THE BEAST! 
 103. TWO HORNS! HERE COMES THIS DEVIL BEAST, THIS RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE 

ANTICHRIST, ITS FALSE PROPHET, representing his religion, his worldwide religion, his World religion, that 

everybody must join, according to them, or be killed, which exhorts the whole World to worship the Beast & his 

political government & even to worship him as god! In fact, now at last the Satanic religions of Materialism, both 

Capitalistic & Communistic, are suddenly at last fused into one, & politics has become religion & religion has 

become politics! 

 104. WELL, I FOUND OUT YEARS AGO THAT RELIGION WAS POLITICS ALREADY, & you found 

out in recent years that politics is religion, because it's governed & ruled by the religious & the churches & the anti-

Christs, etc., & it does what they tell it to do. The Whore dictates to the Beast, not the Beast to the Whore. The Beast 

is not riding on the Whore, where most men ride on whores, the Whore is riding on the Beast! 

 105. SO WHO CONTROLS THE MONSTER?--THE MONSTER HIMSELF OR THE ONE WHO RIDES 

HIM? Who controls the horse, the horse or the rider? (Fam: The rider.) So the monstrous political government of the 

Antichrist is controlled by its rider, the Whore. And here now we have another picture: In this case, this so-called 

lamb with two horns representing the religious system, welded together with the religious system of the Antichrist, 

extolling & telling the people to worship him as god, make an idol to him & all the rest. 

 106. IS THAT CLEAR? DOESN'T THAT SIMPLIFY IT? I'd already told you about that, hadn't I?--About 

the Whore being the materialistic religious system of the World. And now in this one, the false lamb represents the 

religious system with two horns. And if those two horns are two leading materialistic systems of the World, then 

they've got to be Capitalism & Communism. 

 107. SO FINALLY A FALSE PROPHET IS GOING TO GET THE CAPITALISTS & THE 

COMMUNISTS TO UNITE TO WORSHIP THE BEAST, THE ANTICHRIST. And this false prophet will also 

probably be a man. See, the animal itself represents the system, the worldly system in a way, the religious system of 

the World, Materialism, & his two horns, Capitalism & Communism. What else could it be? Since Materialism is 

the greatest religion in the World, virtually worshipped by everybody, & the two horns would represent two 

divisions or two distinct powers of that kind of religion, the two greatest divisions of materialism are Capitalism & 

Communism. 

 108. SO APPARENTLY THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF MATERIALISM IS GOING TO FINALLY 

GET TOGETHER, Capitalism & Communism are going to get together & point the way to the Beast & say to 

worship him! Isn't that what it says? Of course, it's all full of the Devil because he has the voice of the Dragon, 

which shows the Dragon's inside! 

 

REV.13:12-15! 
 109. (VERSE 12:) "AND HE EXERCISETH ALL THE POWER OF THE FIRST BEAST BEFORE 

HIM"--THAT'S THE ANTICHRIST. The Whore is still riding on the Beast, still directing things. In other words, do 



you get the similarity between the Whore riding on the Beast & this two-horned lamb? They're two symbols for the 

same thing. The Whore is Materialism, the religion of the World, & this lamb is Materialism, the religion of the 

World. 

 110. "AND CAUSETH THE EARTH & THEM WHICH DWELL THEREIN TO WORSHIP THE FIRST 

BEAST WHOSE DEADLY WOUND WAS HEALED." How was his deadly wound healed? What was the religion 

of Rome? (Fam: Materialism.) What was the religion of Babylon? (Fam: Materialism.) What was the religion of 

Egypt, Greece, Medo-Persia, you name it!--It was the main religion of all of'm! They may have called them by 

different names & gods & idols & all the rest, but their main worship was things--wealth, riches, possessions, 

powers. Ours is not!--We worship Love!--God is Love! 

 111. OURS IS THE ONLY RELIGION WHICH IS LOVE! Jesus said,"A man's life consisteth not of the 

things which he possesseth." (Lk.12:15) He told us not to worship the things which are seen. For He said, "The 

things which are seen are temporal"--temporary, just for time--"but the things which are not seen are eternal." 

(2Cor.4:18) But you've seen'm because we've been showing'm to you! PTL! "And the greatest of these is Love!" 

 112. HE SAID, "EYE HATH NOT SEEN, NOR EAR HEARD, NEITHER HAS IT ENTERED INTO 

THE HEART OF MAN, THE THINGS WHICH GOD HATH PREPARED FOR THEM THAT LOVE HIM!" 

(1Cor.2:9) And a lot of preachers quote the Scripture to say, "That's why you shouldn't even try to know anything 

about the future, shouldn't even try to know anything about Heaven, God says you can't even know it!" They ignore 

the very next verse which says what? (Fam: "But God hath revealed them to us by His Spirit.") Hallelujah! Isn't that 

what we're doing? Isn't that what almost every Poster is, a revelation of those things which God hath prepared for us, 

revealing it to us? Amen? PTL! TYJ! So do you want to go a little further? The rest is pretty simple. That was the 

only mystery. 

 113. (VERSE 13:) "AND HE DOETH GREAT WONDERS, SO THAT HE MAKETH FIRE COME 

DOWN FROM HEAVEN ON THE EARTH IN THE SIGHT OF MEN!" I've often wondered if that's atomic fire or 

what kind of fire? We don't know yet exactly, it might be that sort of thing. They're experimenting with laser beams, 

that's fire, experimenting with atomic fire, that's fire, & all these things.--Great signs & wonders! 

 114. "AND DECEIVETH THEM THAT DWELL ON THE EARTH BY THE MEANS OF THOSE 

MIRACLES WHICH HE HAD POWER TO DO IN THE SIGHT OF THE BEAST." What men in the World today, 

what profession is more worshipped by people than any other profession? (Fam: Scientists.)--Including doctors, 

engineers & inventors, all science! These men of science who know the wonders of the Universe & what makes it 

tick & blah blah. As they used to say, "Science is a sacred cow which the World worships!"--More than their 

preacher, more than anybody else! They will take the Word of their doctor, they will believe the Word of the 

scientist, they will believe the Word of the evolutionist, they will take the Word of the lofty great know-it-all, the 

high priests of science above the Word of God! 

 115. AND WHAT IS SCIENCE? IT'S A RELIGION OF MATERIALISM, the men who know the most 

about the World & its materials & how they operate & how to control them, how to be powerful through the 

possession of them & the use of them, these high priests of science--doctors, engineers, inventors, teachers even--all 

high priests of science extolling the wonders & the marvels & the miracles of science! There it is right there! 

 116. "AND DECEIVETH THEM THAT DWELL ON THE EARTH BY THE MEANS OF THOSE 

MIRACLES which he had power to do in the sight of the Beast; saying to them that dwell on the Earth, that they 

should make an Image to the Beast, which had the wound by a sword, & did live." The Image didn't have the wound, 

he was talking about the Beast. (Verse 15:) "And he had power to give life unto the Image of the Beast, that the 

Image of the Beast should both speak, & cause that as many as would not worship the Image of the Beast should be 

killed!" 

 117. WHEN I WAS A BOY, THAT SOUNDED RIDICULOUS, IMPOSSIBLE! How could they make an 

idol talk? How could an idol decide on who should be killed & who should be allowed to live & buy & sell? How? 

(Fam: By the power of the Devil.) Well, now you know!--By the power of the Devil, but mechanically, 

electronically, technically & scientifically, can such an Image be made today? (Fam: Yes!) 

 

JAPANESE WORLD'S FAIR!--ROBOTS! 
 118. DO YOU KNOW WHAT THE GREATEST ATTRACTION OF THE NEW WORLD'S FAIR IS IN 

JAPAN? Faithy's been there & teams are going there now & they've gotten two booths & they're circulating Posters, 

they've even gotten a house nearby where the Fair Team can live. That's something Faithy really knows about! She's 

been through that & she went ahead by faith because I encouraged her to do so. 

 119. GOD BLESS YOU, YOU CHILDREN ARE WONDERFUL! THEY'RE SO SWEET & PATIENT! 

Aren't they wonderful to sit here all this time & listen to all these deep, difficult things that are even hard for the 

adults to understand? So if you children don't understand it, don't worry about it, it's hard for the adults to 



understand too, but we're trying to make it clear to them, I hope they're beginning to understand. 

 120. AND THE GREATEST ATTRACTION OF THIS WORLD'S FAIR IN JAPAN NOW ARE 

ROBOTS, COMPUTER-CONTROLLED ROBOTS! Almost every exhibit has some kind of a robot wandering 

around or scurrying around all over the stage. And the biggest show there, the most popular show, is a Robot Show 

with all these different robots. They've got all different kinds of robots. There's the two romantic robots, the male & 

female robot & they make love & all, blah blah, I don't know how they do it. Almost every major theme of the 

whole fair has a robot. 

 121. AND GUESS WHAT THE INSIGNIA OF THE FAIR IS? Every World's Fair always has its insignia, 

guess what it is?--A robot is the insignia of the Fair! In other words, the god of this Fair is robots! It's a cute-looking 

little robot with big bulgy eyes, a funny flat head & little round body like the koala bear, the symbol of Australia. 

They always had some kind of animal or something that was a symbol of each World's Fair, well, the symbol of the 

Japanese World's Fair is the robot! The thing that takes people's fancy the most, that they're most fascinated by are 

these robots. 

 

GOLDERACK & DEMONIC COMICS & VIDEOS! 
 122. SO WHAT DOES THAT REMIND YOU OF? (FAM: THE IMAGE.)--THE IMAGE OF THE 

BEAST! ONE GIGANTIC ROBOT! I'll never forget the time we drove into that parking lot in France & saw that 

huge gigantic image of a very popular comic character called Golderack. (Fam: I think it originated in Japan.) How 

about that! This great big robot called Golderack, a gigantic thing! We drove into the parking lot of this big new 

supermarket in France, & imagine, to our amazement we looked up there & there was this towering gigantic robot 

30 feet high standing out there in the parking lot, giving kids rides in his two big claws! I said, "My God, there it is, 

the Image of the Beast!" (See pic in Story of Our Children," Chapter 98.) 

 123. EVERYTHING IN HISTORY HAS ALWAYS HAD PROTOTYPES, TYPES & SHADOWS & 

FORESHADOWINGS. Coming events cast their shadows before. And there was this big moving robot lifting little 

children up & down in his big paws! It almost scared the daylights out of you! I was absolutely dumbfounded to 

think that people would actually make a thing like that & then have little children ride in his clutches as though he 

were perfectly innocent, he was their friend! 

 124. IN ALL THE COMICS & CARTOONS NOW THEY'RE PUTTING WITCHCRAFT & MONSTERS 

& DEVILS & DEMONS & SAYING, "THEY'RE YOUR BEST FRIENDS!" How demonic! How damnable! How 

Satanic!--Presenting them for children to look at & portraying them as friendly monsters, good monsters, demons 

that are your friends, witches that are friendly, weirdos like werewolves that are your best friend, comic characters. 

The World's gone insane on deviltry & witchcraft & all that sort of thing! 

 

REV.13:15-18--IMAGE, COMPUTERS, MARK! 
 125. (VERSE 15:) "AND HE HAD POWER TO GIVE LIFE UNTO THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST, that 

the Image of the Beast should both speak & cause that as many as would not worship the Image of the Beast should 

be killed." Not the False Prophet, but the Image speaks & causes people to be killed. How could it do that? Well, 

there's only one thing in this World that could have everybody's name & number & know who's got a number & 

who hasn't, & who should buy & sell & who shouldn't, & who is worshipping & who isn't! Is that possible today? 

Could there be such a machine today? Well, there's going to be if it's not already in operation. They're already 

talking about it in Brussels. 

 126. IN FACT, THEY'VE GOT A COMPUTER THERE THAT OCCUPIES 3 FULL FLOORS OF A 

BUILDING IN THE CAPITAL! Brussels is really the capital of the Economic Community of Europe, capital of 

Europe. They are planning to have everybody's name & information about everybody in the World fed into it, & 

right now everybody in Europe is supposed to be being fed into there. This gigantic computer which occupies three 

floors of this big building in the capital of Europe, in Brussels, guess what they call it? (Fam: The Beast!) Oh, you 

guys know too much, you've heard all this before. They call it the Beast, think of that! I think that's rather 

significant, don't you? Plus all these new ideas of putting computer chips under people's skin, etc. The whole 

system's getting set up for it, the whole works! 

 127. HERE'S ONE COMPUTERISED ROBOT THAT'S GOING TO CONTAIN ALL THE 

KNOWLEDGE MAN EVER HAD & KNOW ABOUT EVERYBODY IN THE WORLD, who's got the Mark & 

who hasn't, & can dictate, therefore, who should be killed, who's allowed to buy & sell. It's all on computer, it's all 

right there! They can get the information from the Image of the Beast. And how's he going to tell'm? He can speak! 

Think of that! I wouldn't be surprised if they make it talk out of its mouth. 

 128. COMPUTERS SPEAK, DON'T THEY? THEY EVEN CALL IT COMPUTER LANGUAGE! What 

kind of language do they speak? Does it speak words? How does it speak those words? It speaks! It speaks 



language! That readout on the screen, it's speaking! A computer readout is speech. It's in writing, but it's still speech. 

Some speak English, others speak other languages. In fact, they even have computer language that isn't even speech, 

it's numbers & methods of manipulation & all that sort of thing, I don't even understand it all! So all computers talk! 

Some even talk audibly & can respond to commands & actually sing songs or play melodies! 

 129. I'LL NEVER FORGET WHEN I WENT TO THAT IBM DATA PROCESSING CENTER which was 

then the biggest in the World in Los Angeles, six floors of nothing but computers! I heard the guy standing there 

beside one of these big readout machines & he said, "But he says so-&-so! He says that it's this way & he says that 

that's a mistake." And I wondered who he was talking about. He was pointing at this machine & calling it "he," like 

it was a person, actually talking like it had intelligence & reasoning & was telling him that he made a mistake! They 

treated those machines like people, like persons, like superintelligences that could think better than they could! They 

literally worshipped those machines! They had their little high priests running all around taking care of them, these 

little smart-looking, well-dressed little businessmen, young fellows, all young whiz kids & brainchilds, the high 

priests of the computers! 

 130. (VERSE 16:) "AND HE CAUSETH ALL, BOTH SMALL & GREAT, RICH & POOR, FREE & 

BOND TO RECEIVE A MARK IN THEIR RIGHT HAND OR IN THEIR FOREHEADS. And that no man might 

buy or sell, save he that had the Mark, or the name of the Beast, or the number of his name." You mean you're going 

to have three different kinds of marks?--Or are these three different names for the same Mark? (See No.1943, "The 

Number of a Man!") I'm more inclined to believe that it means all one & the same thing, that the Mark means "or the 

number," or it also means "or the name." In other words, the Mark contains the name & the number of the Beast.--

Name & number, no doubt. 

 131. (VERSE 18:) "HERE IS WISDOM. LET HIM THAT HATH UNDERSTANDING COUNT THE 

NUMBER OF THE BEAST: for it is the number of a man; & his number is Six hundred threescore & six." That's 

how much? What's that? (Fam: 666!) It's the number of a man--what man? (Fam: The Antichrist.) 

 132. SO, IT'S THE NUMBER OF A MAN, WHAT MAN?--THE NUMBER OF THE ANTICHRIST! 

Think of that!--He's probably got your number too, I'm sure.--Number of a man, every man, everybody! PTL! Now 

there you've got it, the 13th Chapter of Revelation! PTL! GBY! 

 --HERE HE COMES! 

 --ARE YOU READY! 

 --IT WON'T BE LONG NOW! 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


